Blairvadach Outdoor Education Services

Impact Report 2018/2019
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Our year, at a glance...

169

13972

Student Days

= Schools Attended

Free Places Delivered =

2447

420

Glasgow Pupils
=
Subsidised

100% Schools Stated:

“objectives were met or exceeded”
“they noticed an increase in pupils
●Appetite for learning
●Confidence
●Health & Fitness
●Social awareness
●Life Skills
as a result of their Blairvadach experience”
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At Blairvadach we are developing citizens who are more
aware of and connected with the natural environment.
“A great experience had by all. Pupils faced many personal
challenges with the support of caring and experienced instructors
who tailored each activity to suit the needs of each individual child
allowing all to have a feeling of achievement and success. Such a
centre is imperative to the learning and development of pupils as it
provides such unique experiences related to the Es& Os.”
Glasgow Primary HT Jan 19
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Introduction
Blairvadach Outdoor Education Centre continues to grow its provision across the city
through residential experiences; day visits to Blairvadach; access to watersports and John
Muir Award at Pinkston Basin. The demand for the service continues to increase and is now
three times greater than our ability to supply. Balancing efficiency of service delivery,
impact of programmes and service coverage continues to be a key challenge.
The Blairvadach residential base strives for increased cost recovery during non term time to
further subsidise the term time Glasgow school visits. The developments at Pinkston Basin
have been well received by schools and will remain a key area for increasing capacity over
the next two years.
This is the centre’s sixth impact report since I have been in post. In this report we aim to
showcase the breadth and depth of the work achieved, demonstrating our positive impact
on Glasgow’s children and young people. We have measured and evaluated our impact
through staff feedback, pupil feedback, online surveys and internal monitoring.
We continue to work in partnership with the PEPASS and DofE teams within Glasgow to
ensure we are continually benefiting the citizens of Glasgow through our service.
I hope you enjoy reading our report and if you have any questions, suggestions or offers of
support, please contact myself.
Neil Wightwick
Head of Centre
Email: nwightwick@blairvadach.org.uk
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How we engage with Glasgow’s young people
During term time we work with predominantly Glasgow City Council Schools.

Primary Schools
Our residential personal
and social development
programme focuses on
behaviour, effort,
responsibility and
teamwork.
Our courses at the
Pinkston Basin facilitate
the John Muir and
National Paddlesports
Awards.
In 2018/19 we delivered
85 courses to 1977 pupils
from this sector.

Secondary Schools

ASL Schools

Our Secondary programme
is tailored to skills
acquisition but as with all
adventurous education,
the personal and social
development aspects are
inherent.

Our ASL mid week
programme has been
developed over the past 18
months to facilitate a
staged build up for
participants. This has
improved accessibility for
young people by reducing
the stress and anxiety
around such an
experience.

In addition the centre is a
popular location for study
weekends.
In 2018/19 we delivered
59 courses to 960 pupils in
this sector.

In 2018/19 we delivered
27 courses to 162 pupils in
this sector.

Subsidised places at Blairvadach
In this financial year, 2447 Pupils from Glasgow City Council schools accessed a
Blairvadach experience on a subsidised rate. By reducing the cost barrier to our service
we continue to be as inclusive as possible. Examples of how this subsidy is applied:
1. Free weekends: Every year Blairvadach facilitates 16 free weekends to schools
ranked highest on the SIMD.
2. Schools accessing courses at Pinkston Basin during school term time can receive up
to 40% subsidy for their pupils.
3. Our residential courses provide a subsidy for all Glasgow School pupils who attend
during mid week term time.
Blairvadach Residential Pricing Structure 2018/2019
1st August 18
to
31st Mar 19

Glasgow School Pupils Residential Prices
Public Rate

5 day 4 nights

Standard Subsidised Rate

Pupils in receipt of free
school meals and / or
clothing allowance

£380 pp

£200 pp

£100 pp

4 day 3 night

£304 pp

£160 pp

£80 pp

3 day 2 night

£228 pp

£120 pp

£60 pp
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Occupancy levels 2014 - 2019
The graph below shows how the occupancy levels since 2014 have been steadily increasing. This increase of
participants accessing the Blairvadach service is particularly positive when viewed alongside the reduction in the cost
for providing the overall service. This clearly demonstrates our ability to deliver more for less.

Total Individual Activity Days by
Group. One person One day.

Interdisciplinary Learning & Teaching
A residential visit to Blairvadach links to many different areas of Curriculum for
Excellence and aspects of the four capacities with children experiencing a new
place, developing relationships and challenging themselves; all important
aspects of becoming effective contributors, responsible citizens, confident
individuals and successful learners.
Embedded into the experiences for children and teachers are topics such as
climate change, sustainable development, global citizenship, biodiversity and
pollution.
Residential visits are also a great way to develop confidence and independence
and are very beneficial to P7- S1 transition.

“The instructors encouraged all pupils, inspiring them and encouraging
them to achieve and complete activities and tasks they thought were not
possible. Then by reminding the pupils of their achievements, all pupils
grew in confidence, developed their growth mindset and sense of
self worth. ”
Glasgow Primary Teacher 17th Sept 2019
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Core Provision
The core residential provision provided by Blairvadach facilitates an excellent
environment for high quality adventurous outdoor education.
The centre is in a prime location with immediate access to the coast, rivers, mountains and
Loch Lomond and Arrochar only 20 minutes drive away. This proximity to all the
environments required for adventurous outdoor learning means maximum impact can be
achieved each day.
The following extract is from the 2018/2019 feedback survey. The full survey can be found
here.
Evaluation during the academic year 2018/2019 (extract)
Unsatisfactory

Weak

Adequate

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Growth in Personal Confidence

0%

0%

0%

1.74%

25.22%

73.04%

Improved Self Esteem

0%

0%

0%

6.09%

24.35%

69.57%

Development of social skills

0%

0%

0.87%

7.83%

28.70%

62.61%

Development of self awareness

0%

0%

0%

6.96%

33.91%

59.13%

The survey was compiled online and demonstrated that on the whole our service is well
valued and highly regarded. Two weaker areas of service provision were highlighted:
1. The age and adequacy of the original (46 years old) accommodation. Participants find it
cramped and unbearably hot. This issue has been compounded due to comparisons
made against the higher quality accommodation wing which was renovated in 2007.
2. The frequency that schools can guarantee a subsidised place at the centre. This is
currently on a biennial frequency. This has been mitigated slightly by the increased
provision at Pinkston basin.

“By introducing these qualities and life skills at the outset the instructors
ensured that all pupils including those with very little self reliance and
communication were able to succeed and develop a sense of achievement.“
Secondary Nurture Teacher Nov 2018
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Strengths of the Blairvadach Experience
“The experience and patience of the Blairvadach Outdoor Centre staff is second to none.
It is far superior to any other outdoor education/cultural trips that I have experienced and
their model of building relationships with one group enables children to feel confident and
safe - particularly for children with ASN. The range of outdoor experiences and the
encouragement of pupils to ‘have-a-go’ as well as build resilience is excellent. Having kit
on site for all pupils ensures equity and minimises cost for families. The food! Sufficient
healthy, delicious and nutritious food to keep the children going. Limited refined sugar
together with fresh air ensures children sleep well too.
The organisation of the programme - it is wonderfully structured and thought out to
ensure the highest level of enjoyment, team work and safety of the children. The
organisation at Blairvadach is much better than any other outdoor education centre I
have visited. The support for our P7s to become more independent and develop resilience
in every aspect of the trip.” (ASN Primary HT January 19)

Blairvadach Staff Survey 2018
This year Blairvadach circulated a staff survey to gain an insight into overall staff morale
and general feelings about working in the centre. This initiative highlighted some areas for
development and action as well as areas we are very proud of. The full report can be found
here. It includes 20 responses from the staff team.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither agree or
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

My Work gives me a feeling of
personal accomplishment

0%

10%

0%

45%

45%

I experience Personal Growth
such as updating skills, learning
and training

0%

10%

5%

60%

25%

I feel proud of the service
Blairvadach provides

5%

5%

2%

30%

50%
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Outdoor Education Service Opportunities

Blairvadach Outdoor Education Service is dedicated to providing many
opportunities for young people and adults to access outdoor education provision.

Core Residential Provision
Blairvadach Outdoor Education Centre.

Supporting Vulnerable Learners
Increased capacity for ASL and ASN schools and
free access for those highest on the SIMD.

Outreach
Non-residential courses in the city or at the
centre supporting CforE. Pinkston Basin.

Teacher CPD
Outdoor Learning training and national
proficiency coaching awards. Linked to
learning for sustainability.

Extended Opportunities
Duke of Edinburgh support and residential
experiences, Youth Development in Adventure Sport,
Summer Adventure Sports Programmes.

National Proficiency and Coaching Awards
For accreditation, qualification and professional development.
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A journey through Outdoor Education

We aim to deliver high quality
Outdoor Learning at various
periods during a young persons
development.
We see the residential provision
as just one of many options that
young people have to access
Outdoor Learning through their
education within Glasgow.
By developing pathways, our
schools can select at which point
and at which time they would
like to access our services and
develop outcomes specifically
for their situation or cohort.
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Pinkston Basin
“Education is more than the acquisition of knowledge”
“Outdoor learning takes place in a range of settings—from the school
grounds to historic grounds, from local parks to national parks, from villages
to cities, from residential experiences within Scotland to overseas expeditions.
Each outdoor learning opportunity allows children and young people the
chance to explore new places and share experiences.”
(Curriculum for Excellence through Outdoor Learning.)

The Blairvadach hub at the Pinkston basin offers access to our high quality outdoor
education service team in the city centre. Since opening in 2015 the centre has proved
extremely popular with the schools and demand continues to increase. In 2018, following
feedback from our user groups, we launched the John Muir Award at Pinkston. By taking
an innovative approach to delivery in a predominantly urban area, the team produced a
course accessible for all. In 2018/19 199 pupils from 9 schools achieved the John Muir
Discovery award over a 4 day course.
In addition, the facility continues to offer paddlesports experiences working towards
Scottish Canoe Association Paddlepower Awards. In the same period 633 pupils from 42
schools took part in a 3 day paddlesports course.
The development of the Pinkston Basin for Education Services has opened up an alternative
option for schools who may find aspects of the residential experience a barrier to access.

“pupils learned to appreciate the benefits and pleasures that could be gained from
adopting a healthier lifestyle. The fact that we undertook our adventurous activities
within the city widened the horizons of the whole group.” (Secondary Teacher)
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Supporting Vulnerable Learners
Blairvadach is committed to supporting those young people with the greatest needs.
Over the past 7 years we have been extending our reach to the ASL sector and support
units within schools. The participants we are working with from this sector continue to
present increased challenges for our service. Our programmes have evolved to support
these additional needs and promote inclusion. The unique way that Blairvadach is
resourced allows the young people in this sector to access an experience which would
otherwise not be available to them.
During the 2018/2019 academic year our service worked with 162 participants from
Glasgow’s ASL schools and support units on courses ranging from a single day to 5 day
residential experiences.
The allocation of the 16 free weekends to 420 pupils from 17 schools who rank highest on
the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) reinforces Glasgow’s commitment to
inclusion by completely removing the financial barrier. The experiences at Blairvadach
Outdoor Education Centre for young people from all sectors is often their first venture
away from home and out of the city.
“Pupils who struggle to access a lot of the curriculum were provided with the opportunity to
develop their confidence, teamwork, initiative and perseverance through the experience. “
(Glasgow ASL Secondary Teacher Oct 2018 )

“For the majority of our pupils all of whom have additional support needs, this was the first
time they had been away from their parents. They exceeded all of our expectations with the
support of the Blairvadach staff. Not only did they develop their independent living and
social skills. It was notable across the week the change in their confidence all of them
pushed themselves to their own limits. What was heart lifting was the support they
provided each other, identifying each others strengths and weaknesses and using these to
ensure they all had the best time.”
(Primary ASL Teacher March 2019)
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Extended Opportunities
Blairvadach Outdoor Education Services is committed to providing pathways and opportunities for children
and young people to develop and extend their involvement in outdoor learning and life long learning.

Duke of Edinburgh Award (DofE)
Blairvadach supports the provision of DofE in the city through access to technical
advisors and safety backup for expeditions. The DofE Gold residential experience
during the summer holidays allows aspirant Gold participants to undertake a week
of adventures sports development as part of their award.
By supporting the development of teachers through the national awards we are
building sustainable capacity within the city to accommodate the growing demand
for DofE.

Physical Education Physical Activity and School Sport (PEPASS)
We work closely with the Glasgow PEPASS team to deliver joined up
approaches for schools sports and activities. In 2019, Blairvadach
once again led the delivery of the Glasgow Schools Triathlon with
great success. The triathlon has now cemented itself as an annual
flagship sporting event for the city’s schools. The event in 2019 was
sponsored by Speedo and supported by Triathlon Scotland.

Youth Development in Adventure Sports (YDAS)
Now in its second year, the YDAS is designed to target those young
people from Glasgow Schools who demonstrate an interest and
motivation to further their skills and knowledge in paddlesports or
rock climbing. Young people were invited to Blairvadach during the
summer holidays for a 5 day residential to develop their skills in a
chosen discipline. Working in partnership with established climbing
and paddlesports clubs within the city the young people are given the
opportunity to continue their sport after they have left Blairvadach.
This initiative once again attracted attention, praise and support from
the respective National Governing Bodies.

“I felt that the main strength that I witnessed was the ability of the instructors to reach pupils who
lacked motivation or understanding. The instructors were very good at getting to know the level of the
group and pushing them further than they would normally go.”
(Primary Teacher March 2019)
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Nationally Accredited Training for Adults & Young People
Blairvadach Outdoor Centre is an accredited Royal Yachting Association training centre,
Scottish Canoe Association Approved provider, National Indoor Climbing Award approved
provider and a holder of an Adventure Activity Licence.
We are passionate about ‘lifelong’ learning and provide a broad scope of training
opportunities for adults and young people. The instructional team at Blairvadach are highly
skilled, knowledgeable and qualified in a range of disciplines. By sharing these skills,
knowledge and experiences with school staff through national and in-house courses we are
continually building the capacity for outdoor learning within the city.
The service is recognised as a provider for Outdoor Education Advisory Panel Outdoor
Learning cards, British Canoe Leadership and Proficiency Awards, Royal Yachting
Association training, Scottish Cycling Awards and a Duke of Edinburgh Award approved
provider.
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Budget 2018/2019. Delivering More for Less.
In the 2018/19 financial year Blairvadach worked hard to meet a reduced budget target. The savings target of £158K was achieved
through a combination of increased income and savings around facilities management and transport. This decrease in overall budget
requirement for Blairvadach must be acknowledged alongside the increase in annual occupancy year on year. This results in more of
Glasgow’s young people accessing the service for less cost.

2012/13
Actuals

2013/14
Actuals

2014/15
Actuals

2015/16
Actuals

2016/17
Actuals

2017/18
Actuals

2018/19
Actuals

Total Employee Costs

£

690,612.00

£

668,203.00

£

774,085.00

£

728,236.00

£ 762,210.00

£

831,603.00

£

889,112.00

Premises

£

155,730.00

£

90,921.00

£

164,279.00

£

149,335.00

£ 141,144.00

£

198,103.00

£

10,319.00

Transport

£

59,687.00

£

72,153.00

£

71,190.00

£

70,973.95

£

65,800.00

£

53,558.00

£

49,087.00

Supplies and Services

£

214,873.00

£

204,100.00

£

233,692.00

£

221,701.25

£ 222,754.00

£

255,822.00

£

189,410.00

Gross Expenditure

£ 1,120,902.00
£ 337,352.00
£ 288,796.00
£ 48,556.00
£ 783,550.00

£ 1,170,246.20
£ 395,478.00
£ 395,478.00

£1,191,908.00
£ 433,954.52
£ 433,954.52

£

1,339,086.00

-£

442,888.00

£

£ 757,953.48

£

896,198.00

Total Income
School generated
Income
External customers
Net Expenditure

£ 1,035,377.00
£ 322,054.00
£ 256,700.00
-£

65,354.00

£

713,323.00

£ 1,243,246.00
£ 375,348.00
£ 292,574.00
£
82,774.00
£ 867,898.00

774,768.20

£ 1,137,928.00
£ 486,556.00

£

651,372.00

Budget Tracker 2018/2019. Delivering More for Less.
The graph below shows that since 2013 there has been a steady increase in total income. This has been achieved through
maximising the assets and small price increases. When this income is subtracted from the gross expenditure it shows that
our net expenditure in 2019 is at its lowest point since 2013. This reduction in over all cost to the authority is enhanced
further with the increase in occupancy reported on page 6.

Conclusion
Our results, feedback and evidence show that the Blairvadach experiences can have an immediate, positive
and long lasting impact on the young people we work with. Only by the unique way that the service is
funded can we reach such a wide ranging cross section of the Glasgow community.
We have been able to demonstrate through our residential and outreach provision that where positive,
planned and engaging learning opportunities are presented, young people grow in confidence, belief,
attainment and become enthusiastic learners.
By supporting the outdoor provision across the city from the dedicated instructors, teachers and support
workers, the opportunities for inclusion in outdoor education is growing for everyone.
Our aim for the coming year is to continue the efficient use of the Residential Base and further develop the
city centre provision at the Pinkston Basin. We will be working towards a review and re-launch of the city’s
outdoor education policy, Outside Now. This policy will hopefully further map out the outdoor learning
journey we would like all Glasgow School pupils to experience. This will be a partnership between
Blairvadach, PEPASS, Education Officers and Schools.
We will continue to organically grow our commercial provision outside term time to further subsidise the
Glasgow Schools.

Further information
Blairvadach Outdoor Education
Visit: www.blairvadach.org.uk
Email: admin@blairvadach.org.uk
Tel: 01436 820491
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Blairvadach Vision, Values and Goals -2018 - 2019
``

